FAIRVIEW CITY COUNCIL
STAFF REPORT
Date:
To:
Through:

March 18, 2013
Mayor and City Council
Samantha Nelson, City Administrator

From:
Subject:
Portland State University Fire Study
Resolution/Ordinance Number:
Addresses Council Goal
N/A
Report in Brief
The cities of Wood Village and Troutdale have partnered in the funding of a Portland State
University proposal to Study Fire Services. The “service areas” identified in the City include the City
of Fairview. The Fairview City Council met on November 7, 2012 in work session to discuss
participating in the study as originally proposed and attached here as Exhibit “A.” At that time the
Council chose to not participate. One of the concerns was that the study would potentially explore
a three city fire department which had been evaluated in the past and stated to be cost prohibitive.
The three cities of Wood Village, Troutdale, and Fairview met March 14, 2013 and collectively
identified the Gresham Fire Contract as the number one joint goal. Discussion was held regarding
the PSU Fire Study which was agreed upon between Wood Village and Troutdale. Wood Village
and Troutdale stated their sense of the importance of the PSU study in moving into negotiations
with Gresham. The scope of the original proposed study had to be trimmed down for cost when
Fairview City Council opted to not participate. If the Fairview City Council chooses to participate,
the scope could be reinstated and the cost to Fairview would be approximately $10,000-$12,000.
Background
The current agreement with Gresham for fire services went into effect in February 2006 and expires
June 30, 2015. The cities must notify Gresham of its intent to not automatically renew the contract
by June 30, 2013. The questions to be answered in regards to the current services as delivered by
Gresham, with the escalating costs, is if there is a more cost efficient method to be negotiated with
Gresham or implemented by the three cities.

A study of this type has the potential to provide valuable information as the three cities move
forward into contract negotiations for Fire Services with the City of Gresham. The following
studies were completed previously:
-November 2003: Regional Fire and Emergency Services Feasibility Study- Fairview,
Gresham, Troutdale, Wood Village, and Multnomah Fire District No. 10 (Conducted
by Emergency Services Consulting Inc. (ESCi))
-September 2004: Evaluation of Fire Department Start Up Report Cities of Fairview,
Troutdale and Wood Village
(Conducted by Government Executive League (GEL Oregon, inc.))
Attached are several documents for your review in determining your participation in the PSU study
with Wood Village and Troutdale.
Fiscal Impact
$10,000-$12,000
Community Involvement
N/A
Alternative Courses of Action
The City could choose to not participate in the funding of the PSU study.
Recommendation/Suggested Motion
Staff respectfully recommends the City participate in the Portland State University Study of Fire
Services.
Attachments





Intergovernmental Agreement for Fire and Emergency Services
PSU-Troutdale Fire Study IGA
PSU-CPS Fire and Emergency Services Proposal
MOU Wood Village and Troutdale

Agreement by and between Portland State University
And
City of Troutdale
This Inter-governmental Agreement (this “Agreement”) is by and between the State Board of Higher Education,
acting by and through Portland State University on behalf of its Mark O. Hatfield School of Government
(“PSU”) and City of Troutdale (“AGENCY”), individually the “Party”, collectively the “Parties”, hereinafter.
AGENCY INFORMATION:

PSU INFORMATION:

Representative: Craig Ward
Title:
City Manager

Representative:
Title:

Address:

Address:

Telephone:

219 E. Historic Columbia River HWY
Troutdale, OR 97060
503 665.5175

Telephone:

Jennifer Schmid
Office Administrator
Portland State University
Hatfield School of Government
Center for Public Service
PO Box 751 (PA – ELI)
Portland, Oregon 97207 - 0751
503-725-8261

1. Term and Termination
This Agreement shall become effective on the date of final signing by all parties and shall remain in effect until June
30, 2013, unless otherwise terminated by either party. This Agreement may be terminated with thirty (30) days
written notice to the Parties, by either Party. This Agreement may be amended by mutual consent, reduced to
writing, and signed by the parties.
2. Cost/Consideration
Payment for services provided under the terms of this Agreement shall not exceed $25,425. Fees shall be paid by
Agency to PSU in accordance with the following schedule:
PSU will submit quarterly invoices to the City of Troutdale due March 31, 2013 and June 30, 2013. Payment shall
be made to PSU within thirty (30) days of receipt of invoice.
3. Invoices
All invoices to PSU shall be sent to the following address:
Center for Public Service
Portland State University
PO Box 751 (PA – ELI)
Portland, OR 97207 – 0751
Attn: Fellowship Coordinator
Telephone: 503-725-5153
Facsimile: 503-725-5111
schmidjl@pdx.edu
4. Scope of Work
I.

Rate for Services Analysis and Comparison: Based on the annual fee charges in the current fire and
emergency medical services (EMS) intergovernmental agreement between Troutdale, Wood Village,
Fairview and Gresham (Gresham Agreement #2368) and other taxation and financial information, compare
the relative cost burden of fire and emergency services allocated to the four jurisdictions. Obtain budget,
taxation and financial data from Troutdale, Wood Village, Gresham, Multnomah County and other related
jurisdictions. Prepare a small data set and compute cost rates on a gross and per unit basis by city (per
capita, per $1,000 assessed property value, and by other applicable categories). Consult with the City of
Gresham staff to understand the rate structure, cost recovery intention, and the proportional coverage of
fixed, debt, incremental and variable costs in the annual charges. Compare the fee rates charged to
Troutdale and Wood Village with the rates charged to Gresham, Fairview and RFD 10 residents and to the

rates charged on average to all residents served by Gresham Fire. Identify any variation in rates, and
identify any rationale and justification for the variation.
II.

Clarify Fire and EMS Service Profiles: Compare the emergency service delivery profiles for Troutdale,
Wood Village, and Gresham. Obtain, prepare data and analyze the calls for service records for the last
three years (2010, 2011, and 2012) for Troutdale, Wood Village, and Fairview. Categorize the call types
(EMS medical non motor vehicle, EMS motor vehicle accident, rescue, structural fire, wildland fire,
electrical or hazardous material, service call, assistance, good intent, police assistance, false alarm/
recalled, etc.). Define the usual service activity, staffing and equipment response for each call type
category. Obtain, prepare data and analyze the call for service records for 2011 (or if data is completely
available, most recently 2012) for Gresham and RFD 10. Categorize call types in the same manner as for
the smaller cities (Troutdale, Wood Village and Fairview). Use graphics and other analysis to compare the
service profiles for all the cities and RFD 10.

III.

Define Major Episode Event Profiles: By city (Troutdale, Wood Village, Gresham and RFD10), identify
any major service events in the data time frame in item 2 above. Categorize these events (e.g. major
structural or wildland fires, major ice and weather event, railroad or industrial event) and identify the
corresponding response by activity, staff and equipment. If no events are identified within the dataset time
frame, by city and fire district area review historic records, consult emergency preparedness plans, and
qualitatively describe potential major episode events, and the activity responses. Qualitatively describe
and compare major event profiles between the cities and fire district area. Based on the major event
profiles identify the staffing and resource capacity needed for effective response. Identify mutual aid
agreements and potential service responders from other cities, districts, county, port, state and federal
providers.

IV.

Clarify Fire Prevention and Code Enforcement Services: Based on available budget and program
accomplishment data, summarize fire prevention and code enforcement program activities and
accomplishments by city for the same analysis period defined in item 2 above. Qualitatively compare
prevention and code enforcement service profiles and draw conclusions.

V.

Management Support and Capital Debt Cost Analysis: Based on available financial and budget data
from Gresham identify and analyze the management support services and costs provided in the current
intergovernmental agreement (Agreement 2368, clause 3). Identify the apparatus and facility capital
investment schedules and associated saving, sinking fund and debt expenses. Understand the total costs
and the allocation of management support and capital debt costs across the existing station houses and to
the total Gresham fire service area. To the greatest extent possible, identify any shared services, subsidies
and economies of scale in the current cost structure related to management support, capital investments,
and debt.

VI.

Identify Unused Service Capacity: Troutdale and Wood Village each maintain the basic administrative
and management support services, and maintenance needed to operate a municipal fire and EMS
jurisdiction. Qualitatively compare the management support services, and service level needs, identified in
item 5 above with the current service capacity in the Troutdale and Wood Village organizations to cover
these functions.

VII.

Station Centered Cost Analysis: Based on available budget and financial data, validate the operations,
maintenance, and capital cost structure under the current service agreement for station 75 (Troutdale).
From this analysis identify the total costs and unit costs necessary to operate the station at current
capacity, capital investment and staffing.

VIII.

Service Delivery Models: Based on the above analysis results, literature research, and consultation with
administrative and emergency services experts develop a range of alternative configurations and options
for fire and emergency services delivery to Troutdale and Wood Village. Options will include a staffing
model using professional leader supervising a body of volunteers, a model in which services are contracted
by a fire district, evaluation of a private “for-profit” or “not for profit” provider, or modifications to the existing
Gresham service model. Each of these will be evaluated in the context of one of three separate deliver

platforms, an intergovernmental agreement utilizing existing resource, the use of an existing or new fire
district, and direct service delivery by one of the municipal corporations in the agreement (Troutdale, Wood
Village, Fairview, or Gresham).

6. Additional Terms and Conditions
A. Indemnification
Contractor shall be responsible for all damage to property, injury to persons, and loss expense, inconvenience,
and delay which may be caused by, or result from, the conduct of work under this contract, or from any act,
omission, or neglect of Contractor, its subcontractors, or employees. Contractor shall save, indemnify, and hold
harmless the State of Oregon, the State Board of Higher Education, University, and their officers, agents,
employees, and members from all claims, suits, and actions of any nature resulting from or arising out of the
activities or omissions of Contractor or its subcontractors, officers, agents, or employees acting under this
contract. To the extent permitted by Oregon Law (ORS 30.260 through 30.300) and the Oregon Constitution,
Article XI, Section 7, Portland State University shall indemnify Contractor against any liability for damage to life
or property arising from University’s actions under this Agreement provided, however, University shall not be
required to indemnify Contractor for any such liability arising out of the wrongful or negligent acts of employees
or agents of Contractor.
B. Access to Records
The parties shall maintain books, records, documents, and other evidence and accounting procedures and
practices sufficient to reflect properly all costs of whatever nature claimed to have been incurred and
anticipated to be incurred in the performance of this Agreement. The Oregon Department of Higher Education,
Oregon Secretary of State, Federal Government, and their duly authorized representatives shall have access to
the books, documents, papers, and records of the parties which are directly pertinent to this Agreement for the
purpose of making audit, examination, excerpts, and transcripts. Such books and records shall be maintained
by the parties for six years from the date of contract expiration unless a shorter period is authorized in writing.
C. Amendments
The terms of this Agreement shall not be waived, altered, modified, supplemented or amended in any manner
whatsoever, except by written Amendment signed by both parties.
D. Assignment
Contractor shall not assign or transfer its interest nor delegate its obligation in this Agreement without the
express written consent of PSU. Contractor shall not enter into any subcontracts for any of the work scheduled
under this contract without obtaining prior written approval from PSU.
E. Availability of Funds Clause; Non-appropriations Clause
PSU certifies that sufficient funds are available to finance PSU’S obligations under this Agreement within its
current biennial appropriation or expenditure limitation, provided, however, that continuation of this Agreement
or any extension, after the end of the fiscal period in which it is written, is contingent upon a new appropriation
or limitation for each succeeding fiscal period for the purpose of this Agreement. In the event of such NonAppropriation PSU will notify Contractor of its intent to terminate this Agreement.
F. Captions
The captions or headings in this agreement are for convenience only and in no way define, limit, or describe the
scope of intent of any provisions of this agreement.
G. Force Majeure
Neither Party shall be held responsible for delay or default caused by fire, riot, weather, labor disputes, acts of
God and war which are beyond its reasonable control. The affected party shall, however, make all reasonable
efforts to remove or eliminate such a cause of delay or default and shall, upon cessation of the cause, diligently
pursue performance of its obligation under the contract.
H. Governing Law
This Agreement shall be governed construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Oregon, without resort
to any jurisdiction’s conflicts of law rules and doctrines. Any litigation between the PSU and Contractor that

arises out of or relates to performance of this Agreement shall occur, if in the state courts, in the Multnomah
County Circuit Court, and if in the federal courts, in the United States District Court for the District of Oregon.
I. No Third-Party Beneficiaries
The undersigned parties are the only parties to this Agreement and are the only parties entitled to enforce its
terms. Nothing in this Agreement gives, is intended to give, or shall be construed to give or provide any benefit
or right, whether directly, indirectly or otherwise, to third persons unless such third person are individually
identified by name herein and expressly described as intended beneficiaries of the terms of this Agreement.
J. Non-Discrimination.
In their respective performances of this Agreement, no party shall unlawfully discriminate against any person on
the basis of race, ancestry, national origin, color, sex, disability, age, religion, marital status or sexual
orientation. Moreover, each party shall comport its performance with all applicable Federal and State antidiscrimination acts and associated regulations.
K. Severability
If any term or provision of this contract is declared by a court of competent jurisdiction to be illegal or in conflict
with any law, the validity of the remaining terms and provisions shall not be affected, and the rights and
obligations of the parties shall be construed and enforced as if the contract did not contain the particular term or
provision held to be invalid.
L. Tax Certification
By signature on this Contract, the undersigned hereby certifies under penalty of perjury that the undersigned is
authorized to act on behalf of Contractor and that Contractor is, to the best of the undersigned’s knowledge, not
in violation of any state or federal tax laws, or any other local taxes.
M. Waiver
The failure of PSU to enforce any provision of this contract shall not constitute a waiver of that or any other
provision.
N. Ownership of Work Product:
All work product of Contractor that results from this Contract (the Work Product) is the exclusive property of
PSU. Portland State and Contractor intend that such Work Product be deemed “work made for hire” of which
institution shall be deemed the author. If for any reason the work product is not deemed “work made for hire.”
Contractor hereby irrevocably assigns to PSU all its right, title, and interest in and to any and all of the Work
Product, whether arising from copyright, patent, trademark, trade secret, or any other state or federal
intellectual property law or doctrine.
O. Merger
This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties. No waiver, consent, modification, or
change of terms of this agreement shall bind either party unless in writing and signed by both parties. Such
waiver, consent, modification, or change if made shall be effective only in the specific instance and for the
specific purpose given. There are no understandings, agreements, or representations, oral or written, not
specified herein regarding this agreement. Contractor and PSU, by the signature of their authorized
representatives, hereby acknowledge that they have read this agreement, understand it, and agree to be bound
by its terms and conditions.

7. NOTICES
All notices regarding this Agreement should be sent to the parties at the following addresses:
To Agency:

City of Troutdale
219 E. Historic Columbia River Highway
Attention: Craig Ward, City Manager
Telephone: 503.665.5175
Email: craig.ward@troutdaleoregon.gov

To PSU:

Center for Public Service
Portland State University
PO Box 751, MC: PA-ELI
Portland, OR 97207
Attn: Fellowship Coordinator
Telephone: 503-725-8261
Facsimile: 503-725-5111
Email: schmidjl@pdx.edu
WITH A COPY TO:
Portland State University
Office of Purchasing & Contracting
PO Box 751, MC: PUR
Attn: Contracts Officer
Portland, OR 97207-0751
Telephone: (503) 725-3441
Facsimile: (503) 725-5594

8. Signatures
Agency and PSU, by the signature of their authorized representatives, hereby acknowledge that they have read
this Agreement, understand it, and agree to be bound by its terms and conditions. This agreement may be
signed in two (2) or more counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, and which, when taken
together, shall constitute one and the same agreement. AGENCY and PSU agree that they may conduct this
transaction by electronic means, including the use of electronic signatures.

City of Troutdale

_________________________________________
Craig Ward, City Manager
Date

THE STATE BOARD OF HIGHER
EDUCATION ACTING BY AND THROUGH
PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY:

_______________________________________
Center for Public Service
Date
Phil Keisling, Director

_______________________________________
Contracts Officer
Date

A Proposal to Study
Fire and Emergency Services Operating Costs and Efficiencies
for the Cities of Fairview, Troutdale and Wood Village, Oregon

Submitted by:
Center for Public Service
Hatfield School of Government
Portland State University

Proposal Contact Information:
Portland State University
Center for Public Service (CPS)
Mr. Phil Keisling
Director, Center for Public Service
Hatfield School of Government
P.O. Box 751
Portland, Oregon 97207‐0751
Email: Keisling@pdx.edu
Tel: 503‐725‐8168
FAX: 503‐725‐5111

Date: March 21, 2012
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Proposal Overview
The PSU Center for Public Service (CPS) proposes to join with the Cities of Fairview, Troutdale,
and Wood Village (Cities) in a project to identify cost savings and organizational efficiencies
related to the cities’ fire and emergency services programs. Together, CPS and the Cities would
conduct a property tax rate comparison, a comprehensive program cost evaluation, a service
profile and response analysis, and develop service delivery alternatives. To accomplish this
study, the Cities would provide access to data and records, support CPS consultants in data
requests with other governments and provide financial support. CPS would provide
management and financial analysis consulting services. Tentatively, the study would begin in
August of 2012 and run through March 2013.
Other preliminary discussions with representatives from Fairview, Troutdale and Wood Village
have identified several other potential areas for joint program evaluation. These program areas
include: parks and recreation programs; water systems; information systems capital and
software costs; records keeping systems; storm water infrastructure and drainage; and
transportation systems. The CPS would welcome the opportunity to develop project proposals
for any of these program areas.

Project Background
Administrative Situation:
The Cities of Fairview, Troutdale and Wood Village (Cities) all face challenging issues of
inadequate revenues and growing costs for services. The Measure 47/50 provisions are
currently restricting property tax revenue flows to the general funds of the three Cities. The
three Cities have for the most part developed and “built out” all the available land within their
boundaries. Substantial increases in revenues from new development and growth are limited.
Annual property tax revenues have become largely fixed. Current property tax revenues from
Fairview residents fail to fully cover public safety program costs. Wood Village and Troutdale
face similar shortages of revenues and structural imbalances between revenues and public
safety service needs. For all three cities, cost control and finding alternative service delivery
arrangements are critical issues.
Each city has taken measures to reduce costs and to increase efficiency. However, the three
cities struggle with limited economies of scale due to their relatively small populations:
Fairview, 8,900; Troutdale, 16,000; and Wood Village, 3,900. Where effective and acceptable,
the cities have jointly purchased from partner governments and have teamed together for joint
procurements. For example, all three cities obtain fire and emergency medical services from
contracts with the City of Gresham. The contracts for fire and emergency services between
Fairview, Troutdale, and Wood Village, and the City of Gresham will expire in 2015.
Negotiations on a new contract would begin in 2014. Administrators from the three cities
recognize that over the longer term, new arrangements for providing fire and emergency
services may be needed.
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Current Provision of Fire and Emergency Services:
The Cities of Fairview, Troutdale and Wood Village currently partner with the City of Gresham
for fire and emergency services. An initial, unverified cost review indicates that the Cities
receive fire and emergency services at seemingly reasonable rates, though easily available data
could not be found to determine if comparable service levels exist between the four
jurisdictions. The current arrangement and rate structure with the City of Gresham may be an
efficient answer to providing these services to the Cities’ residents and businesses. A careful
analysis of costs, assessed values and property tax rates would help to clarify the relative cost
burden carried by each of the Cities, Gresham and Rural Fire District 10.
GIS mapping from the City of Gresham (Shelby, Scriven and Consalus 2010; City of Gresham
2008‐2009) points out that Fairview, Troutdale and Wood Village exert a relatively light density
of service calls on the fire and emergency services system. Also, much of Fairview and Wood
Village’s land area is located outside a one‐mile radius to Fire Stations 74 and 75. Fire Station 75
is centrally located in Troutdale with very good coverage of the entire city. The relatively light
service load and the lack of close fire stations might suggest the appropriateness of reduced
charges to the residents of Fairview, Wood Village and Troutdale. A program evaluation would
examine response times to determine if Fairview and Wood Village are receiving below‐
standard service because of location.
The City of Gresham budget indicates that the Fire and Emergency Services department is
under severe funding constraints (City of Gresham 2009; Shelby, Scriven and Consalus 2010).
For Gresham residents, public safety expenses for the Gresham Police, and Fire and Emergency
Services total $40.9 million while property tax revenues total only $23.3 million. The limited
Measure 50 permanent tax rate for Gresham is a major cause of this imbalance. The property
tax rates in Table 1 demonstrate the limited revenue flows faced by Gresham and the Cities
(Multnomah County 2012). While insufficient annual payments by the Cities might aggravate
the Gresham Fire Department’s larger financial imbalance, any request by Gresham to the
Cities to increase the annual charges for fire and emergency services would place increased
pressure on the other services and programs provided by the Cities.
Table 1
Measure 50 Permanent Property Tax Rates in Millage (per $1,000 value)
City
Rate
Gresham
3.6129
Fairview
3.4902
Troutdale
3.7652
Wood Village
3.1262

The City of Gresham, and the Cities of Fairview, Troutdale and Wood Village, all face
increasingly restricted property tax revenues. Alternate arrangements for providing fire and
emergency services might help the Cities meet their residents’ needs at lower costs. Alternative
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governance and taxing arrangements might also help to resolve the current financial dilemma.
The proposed consulting project would provide an opportunity to analyze the current situation
and to develop alternatives for service provision.

Need for Better Data and Information:
Unfortunately, the published City of Gresham budget does not provide a comprehensive cost or
performance analysis of the Fire and Emergency Services program. Specifically, the budget does
not clarify the share of resources and costs allocated to Fairview, Troutdale and Wood Village.
An in depth cost evaluation would validate the operating, capital and retirement costs of the
current fire and emergency services program and attempt to identify the share of services
allocated to the Cities. An understanding of the costs necessary to provide fire and emergency
services would provide a base for the development of alternate service delivery arrangements.

Outline of a Proposed Consulting Project
Preliminary discussion with administrators from Fairview, Troutdale and Wood Village pointed
out their need for a full understanding of the costs and performance of the current fire and
emergency service contracts. Additionally, the administrators indicated an interest in
alternative arrangements that could provide more efficient fire and emergency services. To
meet this need, the CPS team would consult with the Cities to develop the needed information.
A possible project could include the following work units. These work units are in sequential
order. The first four units provide the foundation for developing and accurately comparing
alternative delivery options.
1. Property Tax Comparison: Analysis of current property tax revenue and cost burden for
the three Cities relative to fire and emergency services. Comparison of the rates for
service paid by the Cities and Gresham residents to other baseline jurisdictions.
2. Call for Services Profile: Review the calls for service for the last two years to categorize
the call type (medical, structural fire, public assistance, hazardous material, water
rescue, aircraft) and response time compliance.
3. Station Centered Cost Analysis: Validate the cost structure under the current service
agreement for stations 75 (Troutdale) and 74 (northwest Gresham/Fairview). Place
special attention on operations and maintenance, administration, capital equipment
and infrastructure, debt, and PERS and retirement costs. From this analysis identify the
total costs and unit costs necessary to operate a fire station.
4. Overhead Cost Analysis: To the greatest extent possible, identify any subsidies and
economies of scale in the current cost structure related to administration and shared
services including: executive and legal; human resources and hiring; training;
procurement and contracting; information technology and systems; retirement and
4

pension; community relations, prevention and inspection; disaster management and
preparedness.
5. Develop Alternative Arrangements: Develop a range of alternatives for fire and
emergency services delivery to the Cities. Possible alternatives could include but are not
limited to:


Renegotiate and continue current arrangements with Gresham directly linking any
rate increase to clearly defined operating and capital costs, service quality
improvements or other key factors.



Establish an independent Tri‐City fire district matching the Cities’ boundaries with in‐
house staff. Match the staffing, services and capital purchases to the Cities’ service
profile needs (medical and rescue related). Establish a new property tax levy to
support the new independent district.



Establish an independent Tri‐City fire district matching the Cities’ boundaries. Use an
extended service contract to purchase services to operate the stations. Match the
staffing, services and capital purchases to the Cities’ service profile needs (medical
and rescue related). Establish a new property tax levy to support the new
independent district.



Establish an independent Tri‐City fire district matching the Cities’ boundaries in
partnership with the Port of Portland at the Troutdale Airport. Match the staffing
and services to the Cities’ service profile and to the emergency service needs of the
Troutdale Airport. Establish a new property tax levy to support the new independent
district.



Establish an independent large fire district matching the boundaries currently served
by the City of Gresham. Establish a new property tax levy to support a new
independent district.
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Personnel and Budget
To accomplish the proposed project, CPS recommends the following resources:
Position
Faculty Consultant

Hours
100

Rate
$175/hr.

Charge
$17,500

Doctoral Student
Mileage and Supplies
Total Charge

340

$40/hr.
$0.51/mi

$13,600
$ 125
$31,225

All administrative costs are included in the per hour rate.

Proposed Work Schedule
The project would begin in summer of 2012 and be completed by March 1, 2013. Work would
be metered over that time period. Mid‐point mileposts could be arranged for mid‐November
2012 and mid‐January 2013.

PSU Center for Public Service (CPS)
The Center for Public Service is a unit of the Hatfield School of Government within the College
of Urban and Public Affairs at Portland State University (PSU). The Hatfield School of
Government is Oregon’s primary provider of advanced education and research services in
Criminal Justice, Public Administration, and Political Science. Within the Hatfield School, the
Center for Public Service serves as a bridge between the faculty and students of the Hatfield
School, and local governments, nonprofits and the public in the Portland‐Salem‐Vancouver,
Washington region. The Center provides advanced professional education services, training
and technology transfer services, and consulting services to clients in the region. CPS consulting
services draw on the extensive expertise of the Hatfield School faculty and from a group of
senior fellows with expertise in local, state and federal administration. Portland State University
is an Oregon state agency able to enter into inter‐governmental agreements.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
This Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) is entered into by and between THE CITY OF
TROUTDALE, an Oregon municipal corporation (“Troutdale”), and THE CITY OF WOOD
VILLAGE, an Oregon municipal corporation (“Wood Village”), each a “Party” and collectively,
the “Parties.”
RECITALS
A. Both Parties are parties to an Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) for Fire and
Emergency Services between the cities of Fairview, Wood Village and Troutdale with the
City of Gresham, which IGA expires on July 1, 2015;
B. Both Parties consider it to be in their best interests to independently validate reasonable
costs for such services, and consider alternatives to renewing that agreement; and
C. The Parties have agreed to fund a study to independently validate reasonable costs for
such services and to evaluate alternatives to renewing the IGA with the City of Gresham
to provide fire and emergency medical services.
ACCORDINGLY, this MOU documents the following understanding and agreement of
the Parties:
1. Troutdale will contract with Portland State University on behalf of its Mark O. Hatfield
School of Government (PSU) to conduct the “Study” generally as described herein, and
more particularly described in the IGA between Troutdale and PSU, a copy of which is
attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit “A”.
2. In addition to updating cost and service data that will serve to independently verify data
the City of Gresham will provide during contract negotiations, the study will examine a
range of alternative configurations and options for providing fire and emergency response
services available to the Parties.
3. Troutdale will administer the IGA with PSU on behalf of both Parties.
4. Troutdale will pay PSU an amount not exceed $25,425 for services provided under the
terms of the IGA.
5. Wood Village will pay Troutdale $7,500.00 for its share of the cost of the study to be
performed by PSU.
6. Wood Village certifies that sufficient funds are available to finance Wood Village’s
obligations under this Agreement within its current appropriation.
7. Wood Village will pay Troutdale $7,500 as a one-time, lump-sum upon receiving the first
deliverable (Rate for Services Analysis and Comparison) under the Agreement by and
between Portland State University and City of Troutdale.
8. The Parties intend that no partnership, agency, employment or any other legal
relationship between the Parties be established, construed or implied as a result of this
MOU.
9. The Parties, by this MOU, agree to cooperate with each other to accomplish those tasks
required in order allow PSU to complete the study in the time provided for in the IGA
between Troutdale and PSU.

9. Any notice to a Party concerning this MOU shall be in writing and delivered by first class
mail or hand delivery, with a copy by fax or email, to:
City of Troutdale,
Attn: Craig Ward
219 E. Historic Columbia River Hwy.
Troutdale, OR 97060
Telephone: (503)665-5175
Fax: (503)665-7265

City of Wood Village
Attn: Bill Peterson222055 NE 238th Drive
2055 NE 238th Drive
Wood Village, OR 97060
Telephone: (503)667-6211
Fax: (503)669-8723

10. This MOU is intended to be a legal, valid and binding agreement. By execution of this
MOU, the Parties are not forming a joint venture, partnership or any other similar
arrangement. No Party shall by the terms of this MOU be deemed to be a representative,
agent or employee of another Party nor shall any Party have any authority or right to assume
or create any obligation of any kind or nature, express or implied, on behalf of, or in the
name of another Party, nor bind another Party in any respect, without the specific prior
written authorization of such other Party.

UNDERSTOOD AND AGREED:
Date: __________________

City of Wood Village
An Oregon Municipal Corporation

By: ______________________________
Name: William A. Peterson, Jr.
Title: City Administrator

Date: __________________

The City of Troutdale
An Oregon Municipal Corporation

By: ________________________
Name: Craig R. Ward
Title: City Manager

CITY OF FAIRVIEW
City Council Work Session
LEGAL REQUIREMENTS FOR LAND USE DECISIONMAKING
March 2013
I. WHAT IS A LAND USE DECISION?
A. “Land Use Decision” is Defined by Statute and Case Law
A simple definition of the term “land use decision” is a discretionary decision by a governmental
body that applies the government’s land use regulations, unless exempt under one or more of the
statutory exceptions (discussed below). The statute that sets forth the definition and the
exceptions is lengthy and is found at ORS 197.015(10)(a).
In simplified and non-exhaustive terms, a “land use decision” involves:
a) a final decision or determination;
b) made by a local government or special district (or state agency in limited circumstances);
c) that concerns the adoption, amendment or application of Statewide Planning Goals, a
comprehensive plan provision, the local land use regulations.
B. “Limited Land Use Decision” as Defined by Statute
Oregon law distinguishes a “land use decision” from a “limited land use decision” in ORS
197.015(12). The key distinctions are: (1) a “limited land use decision” involves land within an
urban growth boundary, and (2) procedural requirements are less cumbersome for a “limited land
use decision.”
Specifically, a “limited land use decision” involves:
a) a final decision or determination;
b) made by a local government regarding a site within an urban growth boundary;
c) that concerns the approval or denial of a tentative subdivision or partition plat, or the
approval or denial of an application based on discretionary standards that regulate
physical characteristics of an outright permitted use (e.g. site or design review).
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Examples of limited land use decisions include tentative subdivision plats for land within an
UGB,1 plan review decisions and review of uses permitted outright based on discretionary
standards, such as approval of residential use in a residential zone.
The review process for a limited land use decision is less formal and shorter than that of a land
use decision. ORS 197.195 requires written notice to property owners within 100 feet of the site
for which the application is made, a 14-day comment period, a written list of the applicable
criteria upon which the decision will be made and notice of the final decision. A local
government may, but is not required, to provide a hearing before the local government on appeal
of the final decision. However, if a local hearing is provided, it must comply with procedural
requirements in ORS 197.763. The final decision is not required to have complete or exhaustive
findings and may take the form of a “brief statement” that explains the relevant standards and
criteria, states the facts relied upon in reaching the decision and explains the justification for the
decision based on the criteria, standards and facts. However, as a practical matter, the findings
for a limited land use decision will look much the same as the findings for a standard land use
decision.
Note, however, that a decision to approve a preliminary plat may not qualify as a limited land
use decision when it involves other discretionary standards. For example, in Wasserburg v. City
of Dunes City, LUBA determined that an application for City subdivision approval including a
request for planned unit development approval (to allow the property to be divided in ways that
the property could not be divided without planned unit development approval) meant the
decision granting preliminary planned unit development subdivision approval was a land use
decision, not a limited land use decision. 52 Or. LUBA 70, 78 (2006) (emphasis added).
In either case, approval of the final plat is not a land use decision. ORS 197.015(10)(b)(G),
(12)(b).2
C. “Land Use Decision” Does Not Include…
One reason for the complexity of defining a “land use decision” in Oregon is that the statute
provides an extensive list of what a “land use decision” does not include. The list below is not
comprehensive but describes the actions you are most likely to encounter that are not land use
decisions per ORS 197.015(10)(b). A local government decision is not a “land use decision” if
it:
a) involves land use standards that do not require interpretation, or the exercise of policy or
legal judgment (i.e. “ministerial” decisions);
b) approves or denies a building permit under clear and objective land use standards;
c) is a limited land use decision;
1

See Barrick v. City of Salem, 27 Or. LUBA 417, 419 (1994), holding that a tentative subdivision plat within an
UGB is a limited land use decision.
2
This statutory provision was adopted in 2007 in response to Oregon Court of Appeals decision in Homer v. City of
Eugene, 202 Or. App. 189 (2005).
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d) involves a transportation facility that is otherwise authorized by and consistent with the
comprehensive plan and land use regulations;
e) is an expedited land division as described in ORS 197.360; or
f) approves or denies approval of a final subdivision or partition plat, or determines whether
a final subdivision or partition plan substantially conforms to the tentative plan (as noted
above).
II. LAND USE BASICS
A. Local Government Authority
In Oregon, there are several levels of government that simultaneously regulate land use — the
state, city, county and special districts. A local government, such as a city or counties, adopts its
own land use plan as well as regulations to implement the plan. However, the local
government’s plan and regulations must be consistent with and implement state policies that are
set forth in the Statewide Planning Goals and Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR).
Additionally, those cities and counties located within Metro must meet regional requirements
established by Metro.
Oregon law requires coordination between cities and counties. Except for cities and counties
within Metro, counties are responsible for coordinating all planning activities affecting within
the county, including planning activities of cities, special districts and state agencies.3 Within
Metro’s boundary, Metro is designated by statute to coordinate planning activities.
State law imposes substantial procedural requirements for local land use decisions, depending on
the type of land use decision that is being made. Due to the complexity involved in determining
what type of decision is being made, the Planning Department staff and City Attorney will
generally evaluate the nature of the particular decision in any given case.
B. State’s Role in Local Land Use
(1) Land Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC).
The Oregon Land Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC) adopts the statewide
land use goals and administrative rules, assures local plan compliance with applicable land use
laws, coordinates state and local planning, and manages the coastal zone program. LCDC is
comprised of seven appointed volunteer members and meets about every six weeks to direct the
work of the Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD).
DLCD is the state agency that administers the state’s land use planning program. DLCD works
under and provides staff support for LCDC. DLCD is organized into five divisions: Community
3

See ORS 195.025 regarding regional coordination of planning activities, ORS 197.175 pertaining to cities’ and
counties’ planning responsibilities, and ORS Chapter 197 on comprehensive land use planning coordination
requirements.
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Services, Planning Services, Ocean and Coastal Services, Measure 49 Development Services and
Operations Services.
Under ORS 197.090(2), DLCD is authorized to participate in local land use decisions that
involve statewide planning goals or local acknowledged plans or regulations. With LCDC
approval, DLCD may initiate or intervene in the appeal of a local decision when the appeal
involves certain pre-established factors laid out in ORS 197.090(2) to (4). DLCD is also
involved in reviewing and acknowledging local comprehensive plans.
When “good cause” exists,4 LCDC may order a local government to bring its plan, regulations,
or decisions into compliance with statewide planning goals or acknowledged plans and
regulations. This is known as an “enforcement order” and can be initiated by LCDC or a citizen
but is infrequently used. LCDC may also become involved in a local government action if a
petitioner requests an enforcement order and LCDC finds there is good cause for the petition. If
LCDC determines there is good cause, LCDC will commence proceedings for a contested-case
hearing under ORS 197.328. Failure to comply with an enforcement order under ORS 197.328
may result in the loss of certain public revenue, including state shared revenue.
(2) Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA).
Most appeals of a local land use decision go to the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA). LUBA
is comprised of three board members who are appointed by the governor and confirmed by the
state senate. Anyone who participated in a local land use decision may appeal the decision to
LUBA within 21 days of the sate the decision becomes final. It is important to note that the date
the decision becomes “final” is when it is put in writing and signed by the decision-maker (e.g.
Planning Commission Chair, Mayor, or Hearings Officer). Alternatively, a city may specify in
its code when the decision becomes final, such as the date the decision is mailed. In any case, it
is not the same as the date the decision becomes effective, which may be much later.
Once notice of appeal is served, the local government must compile and submit the record of the
decision to LUBA within 21 days. LUBA is required to issue a decision on the appeal within 77
days after the record is transmitted, though there are some exceptions to this deadline. Finally,
LUBA’s decision may be appealed to the Oregon Court of Appeals.
An important aspect of an appeal is that LUBA’s review is limited to the contents in the record.
Therefore, it is important that the City Council ensure that all applicable criteria, goals,
arguments, staff reports, studies, etc. are included in the record in the event of an appeal. Such
care can impact the outcome of any appeal.
For example, the Oregon Court of Appeals found that the interpretation of a local code
provisions was not a “new” issue and prohibited the appellant from raising the issue on appeal
4

See ORS 197.320, which lists indicators of “good cause” such as: (1) a local government comprehensive plan or
land use regulation that is not in compliance with goals by the date set in statute; (2) a local government does not
make satisfactory progress toward coordination; or the local government has engaged in a pattern or practice that
violated the comprehensive plan or a land use regulation.
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because, even though the provision was not specifically referenced in the City’s notice of hearing
the record showed that a member of the City Council raised the provision at the hearing, thus,
placing the provision in the record. Stewart v. City of Salem, 231 Or. App. 356 (2009).
Because of the specific procedural requirements for an appeal to LUBA, the City Council and
Planning Department staff work closely with the City Attorney on any appeals. It is important to
notify the City Attorney immediately upon receipt of an appeal.
C. Statewide Planning Goals5
The purpose of the Statewide Planning Goals is to implement and consistently apply state land
use policies throughout Oregon. The Statewide Planning Goals emphasize citizen involvement,
a public planning process, management of growth within UGBs, housing and preservation of
natural resources and specific types of lands called resource lands.
Most of the goals are accompanied by “guidelines,” which suggest how to apply a goal but are
not mandatory. The goals have been adopted as administrative rules and are located in OAR
Chapter 660, Division 015. As noted, the City’s comprehensive plan and development code
must be consistent with the goals and are periodically reviewed by LCDC for compliance.

5

Oregon’s 19 Statewide Planning Goals are:

Goal 1: Citizen Involvement
Goal 2: Land Use Planning
Goal 3: Agricultural Lands
Goal 4: Forest Lands
Goal 5: Natural Resources, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Open Spaces
Goal 6: Air, Water and Land Resources Quality
Goal 7: Areas Subject to Natural Hazards
Goal 8: Recreational Needs
Goal 9: Economic Development
Goal 10: Housing
Goal 11: Public Facilities and Services
Goal 12: Transportation
Goal 13: Energy Conservation
Goal 14: Urbanization
Goal 15: Willamette River Greenway
Goal 16: Estuarine Resources
Goal 17: Coastal Shorelands
Goal 18: Beaches and Dunes
Goal 19: Ocean Resource
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III. TYPES OF LAND USE DECISIONS
A. Quasi-Judicial Process and Appeals
(1) Overview.
A quasi-judicial decision typically applies pre-existing criteria to an individual person or piece of
land. Determining whether a proceeding is “quasi-judicial” turns on whether the decision
displays the characteristics of such decisions identified by the Oregon Supreme Court in
Strawberry Hill 4 Wheelers v. Benton County Bd. of Commissioners, 287 Or. 591, 601 P.2d 769
(1979). First, the proceeding must be “bound to result in a decision.” Id. at 775. Second, the
local government must be “bound to apply preexisting criteria to concrete facts.” Id. Third, the
decision must be “directed at a closely circumscribed factual situation or a relatively small
number of persons.” Id. While the court held that no single factor is determinative, the more
closely a local decision comes to meeting these criteria, the more likely the decision is quasijudicial. Typical examples of a quasi-judicial decision include design review, partition and
subdivision, a zone change for a small number of lots or parcels, development permits and
variances.
In Oregon, a quasi-judicial decision must comply with general standards of due process. This
requirement arises from Oregon Supreme Court’s decision in Fasano v. Washington County
Commission, 264 Or. 574 (1973). Due process standards typically include an opportunity to be
heard, an opportunity to present and rebut evidence, an impartial decision-maker and a record
and written findings adequate to permit judicial review. Id. The mechanics of meeting the due
process requirement are deeply embedded in state law and in some local codes.
(2) State law procedural requirements.
The procedures that apply to the City’s review of a quasi-judicial application are largely
determined by ORS 197.763. A copy of that statute is attached to these materials. For example,
at the “initial evidentiary hearing,” the City must read a statement that lists the applicable criteria
in the City development code; ask that testimony and evidence be directed at the applicable
criteria (or other criteria in the plan or development code the person believes apply to the
decision); and stating that the failure to raise an issue with sufficient specificity to allow the City
and other parties an opportunity to respond prohibits an appeal to LUBA based on that issue.
The applicant must also be advised of the requirement to raise any constitutional claims at the
beginning of the hearing under ORS 197.796. Typically, these statements are included in a script
for the presiding officer but also may be presented by staff or legal counsel.
The City must provide a description of the applicable standards that is “clear enough for an
applicant to know what he must show during [the] application process.” State ex. Rel. West
Main Townhomes, LLC. V. City of Medford, 234 Or. App. 343, 346 (2010). Generally
referencing local code provisions is not enough to satisfy ORS 197.763(3)(b) and (5)(a),
(governing the content of mailed notices and statements at the commencement of the hearing,
respectively).
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At the close of the “initial evidentiary hearing,” any participant may request that the record be
held open in order to allow additional evidence regarding the application. The City can either
hold the record open for a specific period to allow additional written evidence, or continue the
hearing to a specific date, time and place at least seven days in the future. It is the City’s choice
whether to continue the hearing or leave the record open, which may depend on the nature of the
evidence to be submitted and the time available in which to render a final decision.
If new written evidence is submitted at the continued hearing, a person may request that the
record be left open for at least seven days to submit additional written testimony/evidence.
Then, after all of the written evidence has been submitted and the record is closed to all other
parties, the applicant is allowed at least seven days to submit a final written argument in support
of the application.
Approval or denial of a quasi-judicial land use application must be based on standards and
criteria that are set forth in the City’s development code. ORS 227. 173. The City’s
interpretation of its own code must be consistent with the express language of the code. Siporen
v. City of Medford, 231 Or. App. 585 (2009). The courts will defer to a City’s interpretation of
its own code, provided the interpretation is made by the City Council. Conversely, the courts do
not defer to an interpretation made by a lower body such as the Planning Commission or a
hearings officer.
The City’s final decision must include a brief description of the criteria, a description of the
evidence that addresses each criterion, and the reasoning for approving or denying the
application. ORS 227.173 (3). This part of the decision is generally referred to as the
“findings.” The legal requirements that apply to the City’s findings are addressed in separate
training materials but suffice it to say that they may not be cursory or conclusory.
(3) Local code requirements.
Under ORS 227.170(1), a city may establish its own hearing procedures provided they are
consistent with ORS 197.763. Fairview’s code addresses hearings and appeal procedures
throughout Title 19 – Development Code, specifically under Article IV.
B. Final decision (Quasi-Judicial)
ORS 227.173(4) requires the final decision on a “permit” application be made in writing and sent
to “all parties to the proceeding.” A “permit” is defined at ORS 227.160(2) as a discretionary
approval of development, excluding limited land use decisions (which have their own statutory
process). The Fairview Municipal Code in Chapter 19.413 details the City procedures for
issuing a final decision for different types of decisions, specifically quasi-judicial decisions
under Section 19.413.030. Finally, ORS 227.175(12) requires that the final order include notice
of appeal procedures.
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Finally, under ORS 227.178(1), a final decision must be made within 120 days of the date the
application was “deemed complete,” including “resolution of all [local] appeals.” While ORS
227.178(5) allows the applicant to extend the deadline in writing, the total of all extensions may
not exceed 245 days. Accordingly, the City must reach a final decision on an application for a
“permit, limited land use decision or zone change” within one year from the date the application
is deemed complete.
C. Legislative Process
The procedural requirements for a legislative land use decision differ from the procedural
requirements for a quasi-judicial decision. Legislative decisions typically involve the adoption
of more generally applicable policies, standards, etc., that apply to a variety of factual situations,
and a broad class of people. Examples include amending the comprehensive plan, a zone change
that applies broadly to large areas, or changes to the text of the development code to include or
delete specific uses in a zoning classification. Because a legislative decision is the expression of
City policy, the City is not required to reach a decision on a legislative proposal and may table
the issue or decline to review it altogether.
In Fairview, revisions and amendments to the comprehensive plan are processed as a legislative
decision under Section 19.413.040 of the Code.

IV. EX PARTE CONTACTS, CONFLICTS OF INTEREST AND BIAS
A. Right to an Impartial Decision
The purpose of declaring ex parte contacts, bias and conflicts of interest is to ensure that quasijudicial land use applications are decided by an impartial hearing body. Declaring ex parte
contacts, bias or conflict of interest is required prior to conducting a hearing on any quasijudicial land use decision.6 It is important to note that, as a resident of the community, City
Councilors frequently have personal beliefs, business associations, membership with
organizations, and relatives living and working within the community who may be affected
directly or indirectly by issues presented by a land use application. Disclosing these beliefs or
associations is required only where such beliefs or associations will affect the ability of the
hearing body member to render an impartial decision. The exception to this general rule is ex

6

Because the rights of the applicants in a quasi-judicial proceeding require additional protection relative to a
legislative decision, in general ex parte contacts and bias are less important in the legislative context. As a result,
open discussions with members of the community and expressions of opinion on proposed amendments to the code
that affect the community as a whole rather than a narrow class or limited number of property owners generally do
not require disclosure. Casey Jones Well Drilling, Inc. v. City of Lowell, 34 Or. LUBA 263 (1998). Where there is
an actual conflict of interest that will result in a financial benefit to a public official, the statutory provisions prohibit
participation in that decision. See discussion provided herein. In addition to the conflict of interest provisions that
protect the community from special interests, ORS 244.040(1) prohibits a public official from using his or her office
as a means of financial gain. To that extent disclosure protects both the individual commissioner and the
community.
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parte contacts. In a quasi-judicial setting, regardless of whether the ex parte contact affects the
impartiality of a decision maker, it must be disclosed.7
Once a hearing body member discloses an ex parte contact, bias or conflict of interest and
announces publicly his or her ability to render an impartial decision, the burden shifts to the
public to prove that the person is not capable of making an impartial decision. However, a mere
possibility that an improper ex parte contact occurred is not sufficient for the public to meet its
burden. Dahlen v. City of Bend, 57 Or. LUBA 757, 765 (2008).
With respect to bias or a conflict of interest, a Planning Commission or City Council member
may step down and not participate in a decision if the person believes that bias or a conflict of
interest will prevent the person from being impartial. The decision to step down is up to the
person based on whether he or she believes the particular contact or conflict gives an appearance
of impropriety rather than a direct financial benefit. Where a hearing body member (including
relatives and business associates) will financially benefit from the decision, ORS 244 prohibits
the person from participating in the decision unless a class exception exists. Bias and conflict of
interests are discussed in more detail below.
Although not required, a person who recuses himself from the decision may step down from the
dias and join the general public seating during the discussion and decision. There is no legal
requirement that prevents a person who steps down from participating as an interested citizen,
although, when there is an actual financial benefit, a decision maker is discouraged from
participating as a citizen to preserve the integrity of the process.
B. Ex Parte Contacts
An ex parte contact is commonly understood as a meeting, written communication (including
email), or telephone conversation between a member of the hearing body and an interested party,
outside of the public hearing process. While this is true, the scope of ex parte contacts is actually
much broader—encompassing any evidence relating to a pending application relied on by a
hearing body member in making a final decision that is not fully disclosed. The purpose of
disclosure is to provide interested parties an opportunity to consider and rebut evidence.
It is important to note that ex parte contacts are not unlawful. While contact with interested
parties to broker a behind-the-scenes deal on a particular decision is often a political disaster,
legally such contact is a problem only where the substance of the meeting is not disclosed during
a public hearing and recorded as a part of the public record. In most cases, the better approach is
to rely on City staff to work directly with interested parties and avoid the risk of engaging in ex
parte discussions.
(1) Statutory Provisions.
7

However, where the disclosure reveals either that the public official did not rely on that information in making a
final decision or that the information is not relevant to the applicable criteria, the public official may participate in
the decision without undermining the validity of the final decision
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ORS 227.180(3) provides the legal framework governing ex parte contacts and is discussed in
greater detail below.
(a) Full Disclosure
Ex parte contact does not render a decision unlawful so long as there is full disclosure. ORS
227.180(3). Disclosure must occur at the earliest possible time in the decision-making process.
Horizon Construction v. City of Newberg, 114 Or. App. 249, 834 P.2d 523 (1992) (Declaration
of ex parte contact after the hearing at a meeting before making the final decision was ephemeral
and required remand). There are two components to full disclosure: (1) placing the substance of
the written or oral ex parte contact on the record and (2) a public announcement of the ex parte
contact. ORS 227.180(3)(a) & (b). Both requirements are satisfied by disclosure at the initial
public hearing (public announcement that is included as a part of the record). In addition, the
presiding officer of the hearing body is required to provide the general public with an
opportunity to rebut the substance of the ex parte contact.8
(b) Communications with Staff
Under ORS 227.180(4) communications with City staff are not considered an ex parte contact.
However, City staff may not serve as a conduit for obtaining information outside of the public
process unless that information is disclosed. In practice, decision makers may freely discuss
issues and evidence with staff. Where an interested party requests staff to communicate with a
decision maker or other evidence is obtained through staff that the decision maker relies on
without disclosure (or is not otherwise included as a part of the public record such as the staff
report), an ex parte contact problem occurs. Because an ex parte contact is a procedural error,
the party appealing a decision must show that the ex parte contact was prejudicial. In general,
evidence that a relevant ex parte contact was not disclosed should be regarded as enough to
require remand of a decision.
(2) Common Sense.
Common sense judgment can go a long way in deciding what should be disclosed. Generally, a
decision maker’s instincts about whether information is relevant to the decision and should be
included as a part of the record through disclosure are correct. The ex parte contact rules should
not be viewed as an impediment to the hearing body’s ability to conduct business. The majority
of information used to form general opinions that existed prior to but which may impact a
decision are not subject to disclosure. Specific information obtained in anticipation of or
subsequent to an application being filed that is directly relevant to the decision and unavailable
to the rest of the interested parties should always be included in the public record through
disclosure.

8

Often the opportunity to rebut or object to the decision maker’s participation occurs prior to opening the public
hearing. Depending on the extent of the rebuttal, the body may allow rebuttal during the public hearing or during
the open record period following the initial hearing if requested by the objector.
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(3) Scope of Ex Parte Contacts.
As indicated, ex parte contacts are not limited to conversations with interested parties or other
members of the community. The concept of ex parte contacts is much broader. For example,
consider:
 A site visit is not in itself an ex parte contact unless it involves communication between a
decision maker and a party or other interested person. Carrigg v. City of Enterprise, 48 Or.
LUBA 328 (2004). However, site visits do invoke procedural requirements of disclosure and
opportunity to rebut. Id. If a site visit is conducted and conversations take place between
decision makers and applicants and/or opposition that are then used in making the final
decision, or give the appearance of so, the content of those conversations must be disclosed
or the decision will be remanded. Gordon v. Polk County, 50 Or. LUBA 502 (2005).
 Communications with staff where the staff member is acting as a conduit for the transfer of
information from persons for or against the proposal, or where the contact occurs after the
record closes. See Nez Perce Tribe and City of Joseph v. Wallowa County, 47 Or. LUBA
419 (2004) (staff submittal of evidence after the record closes could prejudice parties’
substantial right to rebut evidence and requires remand).
 Allegations that the planning staff, who were not the final decision makers, were biased in favor
of an application are insufficient, even if true, to demonstrate that the final decision makers were
biased. Hoskinson v. City of Corvallis, 60 Or. LUBA 93 (2009).
 Newspaper articles, television or radio broadcasts.
 All other outside discussions of a pending application.
(4) Example – another potential for ex parte communications.
Addressing Ex Parte Contacts on Remand. The Land Use Board of Appeals remanded a
decision of the City of Portland where a commissioner spoke with an interested party during a
recess and failed to disclose the conversation. On remand, the commissioner entered a statement
on the record that he could not recall the nature of the conversation, and the decision was again
appealed and remanded by LUBA. On appeal, the Court of Appeals agreed with LUBA that the
City is required to adopt a decision based on fully disclosed information subject to the
opportunity for rebuttal. Although a full hearing on remand is not generally required, the court
found in this case that “[t]he remedy should be tailored to rectify the evil at which it is directed,
in light of the particular circumstances of the case.” Opp v. City of Portland, 171 Or. App. 417,
423 (2000).
C. Conflict of Interest
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The Government Ethics Commission oversees the implementation of the conflict of interest
statutes under ORS Chapter 244.
(1) Actual vs. Potential Conflict of Interest.
An actual conflict of interest is defined under ORS 244.020 as any decision or act by a public
official that would result in a “private pecuniary benefit or detriment.” An actual conflict
extends not only to financial gain or loss to the individual public official but also to any relatives,
household member or any business with which the official or relative is associated.
A potential conflict of interest is distinguished from an actual conflict of interest in that the
benefit or detriment could occur while in an actual conflict of interest situation, the benefit or
detriment “will” occur. ORS 244.020(1), 244.020(12).
In the case of an actual conflict of interest, the official must both:
 Announce the actual conflict of interest; and
 Refrain from taking official action.
For example, in Catholic Diocese of Baker v. Crook County, LUBA determined that a county
commissioner’s wife’s testimony and the county commissioner’s attendance at a planning
commission hearing had no bearing on whether the commissioner’s participation in the matter
would result in a private pecuniary benefit or detriment to the commissioner. Neither did the fact
that the commissioner owned property within 700 feet of the subject property; instead, ownership
was indicative of a potential conflict of interest only, which the commissioner announced at the
public meeting. 60 Or. LUBA 157, 164 (2009)
In the case of a potential conflict of interest, the official must announce the conflict, but may take
action on the issue. The disclosure requirements for both potential and actual conflicts do not
apply to class exceptions.
(2) Class Exceptions.
Often a land use decision has at least some indirect financial impact on an individual hearing
body member and other members of the community. For example, legislative rezoning and code
amendments often entail changes to the development rights of property owners throughout the
City. To address this issue, a class exception to a conflict of interest is created under ORS
244.020(12)(b). Where a hearing body member is part of a class that consists of a larger group
of people affected by a decision, no conflict exists. There is no hard and fast rule on the size or
type of class to which the conflict exemption applies. In general, legislative rezoning decisions
that affect the community as a whole are exempt. The class exemption depends on the facts of
each case. Several examples are provided below.
(3) Examples.
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Disclosure of Proximity to Property Being Developed. Councilors living within proximity of an
application for the continuance of a nonconforming mining operation failed to disclose the
location of their residences during the local process. LUBA remanded requiring disclosure.
ODOT v. City of Mosier, 36 Or. LUBA 666 (1999).
GSPC Staff Opinion No. 00S-008. Councilor Rod Park is a member of the Metro Council.
Metro was developing an ordinance that would require local governments to adopt limitations on
development in proximity of streams and other water bodies. Councilor Park is owner of
property that includes an intermittent stream that will be impacted by the ordinance. Because
Councilor Park is one of approximately 10,000 landowners affected by the ordinance, he clearly
falls within the class exception.
GSPC Staff Opinion No. 01S-018. Sherwood City Councilor Cathy Figley owns commercial
property in the City of Sherwood. The City was considering establishing an urban renewal area
that includes 260 acres of land. Councilor Figley owns two tax lots of approximately 122 acres
of commercial area within the proposed urban renewal area. Here the state pointed out the class
exemption applies so long as the benefits from the urban renewal area apply equally to all
owners.
GSPC Staff Opinion No. 98S-005. Creswell City Councilor Sharlene Neff requested an opinion
as to whether she could actively oppose an application for a 19.5 acre development of a
manufactured home park. Councilor Neff owns property that will be directly impacted by traffic
from the proposed development. In this case, the state found that the number of property owners
impacted by the development was of a sufficient size to trigger the class exception. NOTE: This
staff opinion does not address the issue of bias at all. Although the GSPC found that there was
no class exception, there is a very real chance that the councilor’s participation with an
opposition group is evidence of actual bias that would preclude her participation in the final
decision.
D. Bias
A biased decision maker substantially impairs a party’s ability to receive a full and fair hearing.
1000 Friends of Oregon v. Wasco Co. Court, 304 Or. 76, 742 P.2d 39 (1987). Bias can be in
favor of or against the party or the application. Generalized expressions of opinions are not bias.
Space Age Fuels v. City of Sherwood, LUBA No. 2001-064 (2001).
Local quasi-judicial decision makers are not expected to be free of bias but they are expected to
(1) put whatever bias they may have aside when deciding individual permit applications and (2)
engage in the necessary fact finding and attempt to interpret and apply the law to the facts as they
find them so that the ultimate decision is a reflection of their view of the facts and law rather
than a product of any positive or negative bias the decision maker may bring to the process. WalMart Stores, Inc. v. City of Central Point, 49 Or. LUBA 697 (2005).
(1) Actual Bias.
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Actual bias means prejudice or prejudgment of the parties or the case to such a degree that the
decision maker is incapable of being persuaded by the facts to vote another way.
This can include:
 Personal bias;
 Personal prejudice; or
 An interest in the outcome.
The standard for determining actual bias is whether the decision maker “prejudged the
application and did not reach a decision by applying relevant standards based on the evidence
and argument presented [during quasi-judicial proceedings].” Oregon Entertainment Corp. v.
City of Beaverton, 38 Or. LUBA 440, 445 (2000), aff’d 172 Or. App. 361, 19 P.3d 918 (2001).
Actual bias strong enough to disqualify a decision maker must be demonstrated in a clear and
unmistakable manner. Reed v. Jackson County, 2010 WL 2655117, LUBA No. 2009-136 (June
2, 2010).
The burden of proof that a party must satisfy to demonstrate prejudgment by a local decision
maker is substantial. Roberts et. al. v. Clatsop County, 44 Or. LUBA 178 (2003), see also
Becklin v. Board of Examiners for Engineering and Land Surveying, 195 Or. App. 186 (2004).
The objecting party need not demonstrate that a majority of the decision makers were influenced
by the bias of one decision maker to warrant a remand; the bias of one City Councilor is enough.
Halvorson Mason Corp. v. City of Depoe Bay, 39 Or. LUBA 702 (2001).
(2) Appearance of Bias.
Appearance of bias will not necessarily invalidate a decision. 1000 Friends of Oregon v. Wasco
County Court, 304 Or. 76, 742 P.2d 39 (1987). However, the appearance of bias may call into
question a decision maker’s ultimate decision. Gooley v. City of Mt. Angel, 56 Or. LUBA 319,
FN6 (2008) (LUBA did not opine on whether City Councilors were biased, but noted that “even
the most fair-minded decision maker is likely to have some difficulty deciding…a matter based
solely on the applicable criteria, when a very close relative is party to the matter”). The main
objective is to maintain public confidence in public processes.
(3) Examples.
General Expressions of Opinion Do Not Invalidate Decisions. “While on a personal basis, I think
the Council and I * * * don't want these businesses in the community, the fact is our personal
[feeling] versus our obligation as elected officials to uphold the law is very different, and so we
can't base any decisions tonight based on content.” Mayor Drake commenting on a proposed
adult video store in Beaverton. Oregon Entertainment Corporation v. City of Beaverton, 38 Or.
LUBA 440 (2000). Statements by City officials that they would prefer a privately funded
convention center, rather than a publicly financed one, do not demonstrate that the City decision
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makers are biased and incapable of making a decision on the merits. O’Shea v. City of Bend, 49
Or. LUBA 498 (2005).
Mere Association with Membership Organization Not Enough. For instance, an applicant for a
dog raising farm alleged that a chairperson was biased by association with Clatsop County
Friends of the Animals. Applicant speculated that the chairperson gave money to this
organization and that opponents to the application were also members of the association. LUBA
found that there was no evidence provided of any communications and that adequate disclosure
was provided by the chairperson. Tri-River Investment Company v. Clatsop County, 37 Or.
LUBA 195 (1999).
Also, where a land use decision maker is a member of a church congregation and the church has
applied for a land use permit, and the decision maker has expressed concern regarding the impact
proposed conditions of approval would have on church operations but nevertheless declares that she
is able to render a decision regarding the church’s application based on the facts and law before her,
that decision maker has not impermissibly prejudged the application. Friends of Jacksonville v. City
of Jacksonville, 42 Or. LUBA 137 (2002).
City May Adopt Applicant’s Findings In Support of Decision. A hearings officer accepting,
reviewing and adopting findings from the applicant is not evidence of prejudgment or bias.
Heiller v. Josephine County, 23 Or. LUBA 551 (1992).
Prior Recusal Does Not Prohibit Participation In Subsequent Hearing. LUBA found no error
where a County Commissioner failed to excuse himself from a decision even though the
commissioner voluntarily withdrew from a prior hearing involving the same matter because of
his friendship with an opponent of the proposed change. Schneider v. Umatilla County, 13 Or.
LUBA 281 (1985).
Councilor Prejudged Application. In the City of Depoe Bay, a councilor’s prior actions and
written statements amounted to prejudgment of an application for a business license to operate a
real estate office within a residential planned unit development. In this case, the councilor wrote
a letter to the mayor stating that there was no legal basis for permitting the office. Subsequent
correspondence also revealed the antagonistic relationship between the councilor and the
applicant. The Land Use Board of Appeals found that “[i]n view of his history of actively
opposing the siting of a real estate sales office within the Little Whale Cove PUD, it is clear that
he had prejudged the application and was incapable of rendering an impartial decision based on
the application, evidence and argument submitted during the City’s proceedings on the
application.” Halvorson Mason Corp. v. City of Depoe Bay, 39 Or. LUBA 702 (2001).
Councilor May Not Seek Additional Evidence. In the City of Cottage Grove, two councilors
sought and obtained additional evidence not in the record and relied on that evidence to make a
decision on a permit application. The Land Use Board of Appeals noted, “The role of the local
government decision maker is not to develop evidence to be considered in deciding a quasijudicial application, but to impartially consider the evidence that the participants and City
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planning staff submit to the decision maker in the course of the public proceedings.” Woodard v.
Cottage Grove, 54 Or. LUBA 176 (2007) (emphasis in original).
City’s prior interest in purchasing subject property does not create bias. In the City of Oregon
City, the fact that the City had inquired about purchasing property which became the subject of
an application for a new Wal-Mart store was held to be insufficient to demonstrate bias. LUBA
was unwilling to open the record for an evidentiary hearing. The Wal-Mart applicant did not
allege that any member of the City Council had a personal financial interest in the property;
rather, the applicant’s allegation of bias “is based solely on its belief that the City as a municipal
entity was interested in purchasing the subject property for future development of City
buildings…” Such general allegations do not counter the City’s argument that its City
Commission was still capable of making an impartial decision. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. City of
Oregon City, Order on Motion to Take Evidence, LUBA No. 2004-124 (2005).
Postscript: The Oregon City Wal-Mart case went to the Court of Appeals on unrelated
procedural matters. The Court of Appeals upheld the City’s decision denying the application;
the Oregon Supreme Court denied Wal-Mart’s petition for review.9

V. IMPLICATIONS OF THE PUBLIC MEETINGS LAW

A. Overview
The Oregon policy of open decision-making is established by ORS 192.620:
The Oregon form of government requires an informed public aware of the
deliberations and decisions of governing bodies and the information upon which
such decisions were made. It is the intent of ORS 192.610 to 192.690 that
decisions of governing bodies are arrived at openly.
The Public Meetings Law applies to not only the state, but also the cities, counties and special
districts despite any conflict with a local charter, ordinance or other rules. Cities, counties and
other public bodies may impose greater requirements than required by state law through the local
charter, ordinances, administrative rules or bylaws.
The Public Meetings Law applies to meetings of the “governing body of a public body.” ORS
192.630(1). A “public body” is the state, any regional council, county, city or district, or any
municipal or public corporation or any board, department, commission, council, bureau,
committee, subcommittee or advisory group or any other agency thereof. ORS 192.610(4). If
two or more members of any public body have “the authority to make decisions for or
recommendations to a public body on policy or administration,” they are a “governing body” for
purposes of the meetings law. ORS 192.610(3).
9

204 Or App 359, review denied, 341 Or 80 (2006).
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B. Meetings Subject to the Law
The Public Meetings Law defines a meeting as the convening of any of the “governing bodies”
described above “for which a quorum is required in order to make a decision or to deliberate
toward a decision on any matter.” ORS 192.610(5) (emphasis added).
Although the state law does not define a “quorum,” it is defined locally as a majority of the
decisionmaking body. A gathering of less than a quorum is not a meeting under the meetings
law.
Staff meetings are not subject to the meetings law because staff is not the “governing body” and
a quorum is not required. ORS 192.610(3). However, if staff meets with a quorum of the
commission to discuss matters of “policy or administration,” or to clarify a decision or direction
for staff, the meeting is within the scope of the law. ORS 192.610(5).
The Public Meetings Law applies to all commission meetings for which a quorum is required to
make a decision or deliberate toward a decision on any matter. Even meetings for the sole
purpose of gathering information upon which to base a future decision or recommendation are
covered. Hence, information gathering and investigative activities of a city body, such as a work
session, are subject to the law.
The law does not cover purely social meetings of commission members. In Harris v. Nordquist,
96 Or 19 (1989), the court concluded that social gatherings at which school board members
sometimes discussed “what's going on at the school” did not violate the meetings law. The
purpose of the meeting determines whether the law applies. However, a purpose to deliberate on
any matter of policy may arise during a social gathering and lead to a violation. When a quorum
is present, members should avoid any discussions of official business during social gatherings.
Some citizens may see social gatherings as a subterfuge for avoiding the law.
C. Electronic Communication
The Public Meetings Law expressly applies to telephonic conference calls and “other electronic
communication” meetings of governing bodies. ORS 192.670(1). Notice and an opportunity for
public access must be provided when meetings are conducted by electronic means. For nonexecutive session meetings, the public must be provided at least one place to listen to the
meeting by speakers or other devices. ORS 192.670(2). Special accommodations may be
necessary to provide accessibility for persons with disabilities. The media must be provided
such access for electronic executive sessions, unless the executive session is held under a
statutory provision permitting its exclusion.
Communications between and among commissioners on electronically linked personal
computers may be subject to the meetings law.
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D. Control of Meetings
The presiding officer of any meeting has inherent authority to keep order and to impose any
reasonable restrictions necessary for the efficient and orderly conduct of a meeting. If public
participation is part of the meeting, the presiding officer may regulate the order and length of
appearances and limit appearances to presentations of relevant points. Any person who fails to
comply with reasonable rules of conduct or who causes a disturbance may be asked or required
to leave and upon failure to do so becomes a trespasser. State v. Marbet, 32 Or App 67 (1978).
This authority extends to control over equipment such as cameras, tape recorders and
microphones, but only to the extent of reasonable regulation. Members of the public may not be
prohibited from unobtrusively recording the proceedings of a public meeting. The criminal law
prohibition against electronically recording conversations without the consent of a participant
does not apply to recording “public or semipublic meetings such as hearing before government
or quasi-government bodies.” ORS 165.540(6)(a).
E. Recent court decision brings new attention to the public meetings law
In a recent Circuit Court decision, Dumdi v. Handy, et. al., the Lane County Circuit Court found
the Lane County Board of Commissioners (“Board”) violated the Public Meetings Law and held
two county commissioners personally liable for willfully violating the law. The Court held that
the Board and two of its commissioners violated the law when they continued to deliberate,
jockey for votes, and discuss approval of staff positions outside of public view after it was clear
the issue would come before the Board for a decision. The court emphasized that once notice
was given that the matter was pending Board approval at an upcoming meeting, all deliberations
should have ceased and the Board and its individual members should have heeded County
Counsel’s advice and warnings to stop the discussions. The county was held liable for $350,000
and the two commissioners who were found individually liable were each required to pay
$20,000 to the county.
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APPENDIX A

197.763 Conduct of local quasi-judicial land use hearings; notice requirements; hearing
procedures. The following procedures shall govern the conduct of quasi-judicial land use
hearings conducted before a local governing body, planning commission, hearings body or
hearings officer on application for a land use decision and shall be incorporated into the
comprehensive plan and land use regulations:
(1) An issue which may be the basis for an appeal to the Land Use Board of Appeals shall be
raised not later than the close of the record at or following the final evidentiary hearing on the
proposal before the local government. Such issues shall be raised and accompanied by statements
or evidence sufficient to afford the governing body, planning commission, hearings body or
hearings officer, and the parties an adequate opportunity to respond to each issue.
(2)(a) Notice of the hearings governed by this section shall be provided to the applicant and
to owners of record of property on the most recent property tax assessment roll where such
property is located:
(A) Within 100 feet of the property which is the subject of the notice where the subject
property is wholly or in part within an urban growth boundary;
(B) Within 250 feet of the property which is the subject of the notice where the subject
property is outside an urban growth boundary and not within a farm or forest zone; or
(C) Within 500 feet of the property which is the subject of the notice where the subject
property is within a farm or forest zone.
(b) Notice shall also be provided to any neighborhood or community organization recognized
by the governing body and whose boundaries include the site.
(c) At the discretion of the applicant, the local government also shall provide notice to the
Department of Land Conservation and Development.
(3) The notice provided by the jurisdiction shall:
(a) Explain the nature of the application and the proposed use or uses which could be
authorized;
(b) List the applicable criteria from the ordinance and the plan that apply to the application at
issue;
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(c) Set forth the street address or other easily understood geographical reference to the
subject property;
(d) State the date, time and location of the hearing;
(e) State that failure of an issue to be raised in a hearing, in person or by letter, or failure to
provide statements or evidence sufficient to afford the decision maker an opportunity to respond
to the issue precludes appeal to the board based on that issue;
(f) Be mailed at least:
(A) Twenty days before the evidentiary hearing; or
(B) If two or more evidentiary hearings are allowed, 10 days before the first evidentiary
hearing;
(g) Include the name of a local government representative to contact and the telephone
number where additional information may be obtained;
(h) State that a copy of the application, all documents and evidence submitted by or on behalf
of the applicant and applicable criteria are available for inspection at no cost and will be
provided at reasonable cost;
(i) State that a copy of the staff report will be available for inspection at no cost at least seven
days prior to the hearing and will be provided at reasonable cost; and
(j) Include a general explanation of the requirements for submission of testimony and the
procedure for conduct of hearings.
(4)(a) All documents or evidence relied upon by the applicant shall be submitted to the local
government and be made available to the public.
(b) Any staff report used at the hearing shall be available at least seven days prior to the
hearing. If additional documents or evidence are provided by any party, the local government
may allow a continuance or leave the record open to allow the parties a reasonable opportunity to
respond. Any continuance or extension of the record requested by an applicant shall result in a
corresponding extension of the time limitations of ORS 215.427 or 227.178 and ORS 215.429 or
227.179.
(5) At the commencement of a hearing under a comprehensive plan or land use regulation, a
statement shall be made to those in attendance that:
(a) Lists the applicable substantive criteria;
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(b) States that testimony, arguments and evidence must be directed toward the criteria
described in paragraph (a) of this subsection or other criteria in the plan or land use regulation
which the person believes to apply to the decision; and
(c) States that failure to raise an issue accompanied by statements or evidence sufficient to
afford the decision maker and the parties an opportunity to respond to the issue precludes appeal
to the board based on that issue.
(6)(a) Prior to the conclusion of the initial evidentiary hearing, any participant may request
an opportunity to present additional evidence, arguments or testimony regarding the application.
The local hearings authority shall grant such request by continuing the public hearing pursuant to
paragraph (b) of this subsection or leaving the record open for additional written evidence,
arguments or testimony pursuant to paragraph (c) of this subsection.
(b) If the hearings authority grants a continuance, the hearing shall be continued to a date,
time and place certain at least seven days from the date of the initial evidentiary hearing. An
opportunity shall be provided at the continued hearing for persons to present and rebut new
evidence, arguments or testimony. If new written evidence is submitted at the continued hearing,
any person may request, prior to the conclusion of the continued hearing, that the record be left
open for at least seven days to submit additional written evidence, arguments or testimony for the
purpose of responding to the new written evidence.
(c) If the hearings authority leaves the record open for additional written evidence, arguments
or testimony, the record shall be left open for at least seven days. Any participant may file a
written request with the local government for an opportunity to respond to new evidence
submitted during the period the record was left open. If such a request is filed, the hearings
authority shall reopen the record pursuant to subsection (7) of this section.
(d) A continuance or extension granted pursuant to this section shall be subject to the
limitations of ORS 215.427 or 227.178 and ORS 215.429 or 227.179, unless the continuance or
extension is requested or agreed to by the applicant.
(e) Unless waived by the applicant, the local government shall allow the applicant at least
seven days after the record is closed to all other parties to submit final written arguments in
support of the application. The applicant’s final submittal shall be considered part of the record,
but shall not include any new evidence. This seven-day period shall not be subject to the
limitations of ORS 215.427 or 227.178 and ORS 215.429 or 227.179.
(7) When a local governing body, planning commission, hearings body or hearings officer
reopens a record to admit new evidence, arguments or testimony, any person may raise new
issues which relate to the new evidence, arguments, testimony or criteria for decision-making
which apply to the matter at issue.
(8) The failure of the property owner to receive notice as provided in this section shall not
invalidate such proceedings if the local government can demonstrate by affidavit that such notice
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was given. The notice provisions of this section shall not restrict the giving of notice by other
means, including posting, newspaper publication, radio and television.
(9) For purposes of this section:
(a) “Argument” means assertions and analysis regarding the satisfaction or violation of legal
standards or policy believed relevant by the proponent to a decision. “Argument” does not
include facts.
(b) “Evidence” means facts, documents, data or other information offered to demonstrate
compliance or noncompliance with the standards believed by the proponent to be relevant to the
decision. [1989 c.761 §10a (enacted in lieu of 197.762); 1991 c.817 §31; 1995 c.595 §2; 1997
c.763 §6; 1997 c.844 §2; 1999 c.533 §12]
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